Using gulley edge with a raised floor sink

Transition with Altro sheet flooring

Altro QuickFix 3042 adhesive to be applied to concrete substrate and into saw cut to properly adhere Gulley Angle.

Filled with Altro Mastic 100

Heat welded seams

Gulley Edge

Gulley Angle

Raised cast iron porcelain coated floor sink

Altro QuickFix 3042 adhesive to be applied to concrete substrate and into saw cut to properly adhere Gulley Angle.

CODES

GE 25 RE
Gulley edge for 2.0mm - 2.5mm thick flooring.

GE 35 RE
Gulley edge for 3.0mm - 4.0mm thick flooring.

GA 25/35
Gulley angle for 2.0mm - 4.0mm thick flooring.